Get the best out of your production.

Make sure you have the best technical conditions for new acquisitions, relocations or upgrades. We take care of the smooth operation of your production facilities and machines. To allow you to concentrate fully on your core business, we ensure that your production works reliably, efficiently and cost-effectively - from assembly and installation to automation, expansion and optimization.

Everything from a single source. And with just one goal in mind: Your added value

- Customized solutions tailored precisely to your needs for a smooth manufacturing work flow
- Technical modernizations for more efficiency and economy
- Customized rebuilds and retrofits to make your production processes fit for the future
- Highly qualified specialist personnel that get the job done reliably and flexibly
- The most stringent quality and safety standards for optimum protection of personnel and material
- Comprehensive services, so that you can focus on what matters
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Electrical installation

Rely on our professional electrical services. We assemble, install and wire entire manufacturing facilities, individual production units and safety-related elements. With our highly qualified team, clearly defined procedures and exceptionally strict quality standards, we ensure reliable operation of your plant and maximum safety for personnel and material.

Scope of services
• High, medium and low voltage systems
• Lighting systems
• IT Infrastructure
• Control cabinet fabrication
• Radio systems

Automation

Discover the potential of your processes. We develop and realize automation solutions tailored precisely to the conditions and objectives of your production. We ensure reliable, efficient and economic production thanks to systematic optimization, perfect coordination and smooth integration of all electrical elements.

Scope of services
• Hardware engineering (EPLAN)
• Software engineering
• Human-machine interface
• Robot programming
• Electrical installation
• Control cabinet fabrication
• Commissioning
• Optimizations
• Maintenance (online/offline)
• Operation

Dis- and Reassembly

Ensure the quality of your production. We relocate complete manufacturing lines and individual production units - on schedule, safely and through to successful acceptance inspection. We undertake detailed planning, master any logistical challenges even under high time pressure and carry out technical expansions or adaptations in the event of changing requirements.

Scope of services
• Plant and equipment dis- and reassembly
• Relocation
• Mechanical installation
• Conveyor modification
• Modification and expansion of assembly lines
• Electrical installation